"Maadaney Hagalil" is notifying consumers

A test of meat products of the company "Maadaney Hagalil", types: Oriental kebab 400g, bar code: 72901055466, "kabab romani" 400g, bar code: 7290105546616, burger beef 400g, bar code: 7290105546609, kabab jumbo lamb weighing about 750 grams. Barcode: 7290003409013.

Revealed probable Salmonella traces. This notice refers to products of this type only manufactured on:

Oriental Kebab: 7.9.18 (best by 6.11.18)
Romanian kebab: 13.9.18 (best by 12.11.18)
Burger beef: 5.9.18 (best by 4.11.18)
Kebab Jumbo Lamb: 6.9.18 (best by 5.11.18)

The products were withdrawn from the freezers in the stores and even though the Salmonella bacteria is destroyed after thorough cooking, as a precaution, "Maadaney Hagalil" asks customers who purchased the products from this production date only, not to consume the meat and take them back to the nearest store. The company will continue to manufacture its products at the highest level according to the strictest standards and in accordance with the instructions of the Ministry of Health. For further public inquiries and clarifications, please call 03-7357100.